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Since the mid-20th century our economic and socio-political decisionmakers have rarely considered the huge food and drink sector and its
impact on our health and well-being, both good and ill. It’s our task to
bring it to their attention.
Over this last year, we’ve explored answers to these questions:
What kind of economic development in the food sector benefits
the city and all its citizens in the mid to long-term as well as now?
What is Birmingham’s role in the safety, integrity and assurance of
our food supply network, both locally and nationally?
What city-level responses could there be to tackle the increasing
levels of food poverty and food insecurity here?
We outline here our responses to these important questions with links to
the various reports we’ve compiled.
We’ve also spent some time this year considering how the city could
respond to the huge global challenges of climate change, resource
depletion and population pressures. Cities have to respond to these
challenges, for half the world now live in them. Here in western Europe,
over 80% of us are urban dwellers. We describe here our plans for next
year about how we can begin to take on the responsibility, as a city, to
tackle these global challenges and provide greater resilience for future
food supplies for Birmingham.

Birmingham Food Council Chair
September 2016
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The work of Birmingham Food Council
on food & the city economy
We take the food on our plate for granted. It’s
easy, therefore, to overlook the food and drink
sector and not take much notice of it.
But we need to.
It’s easily our largest business sector
nationally, and locally too. It presents enormous
opportunities for the prosperity of the city and its
citizens. Thus it’s crucial that policy decisionmakers, business people and entrepreneurs all
understand what these opportunities are.
There are, however, economic downsides
resulting from a lack of relevant decision-making.
There are seemingly ever increasing costs arising
from poor diet, most locally borne. We have high
rates of obesity here. Poor diet in utero and
infancy has life-long effects on educational levels,
job prospects and the local economy. Other costs,
including potential social unrest, arise from
decisions that inadvertently exacerbate food
poverty and food insecurity. These are factors
which need to enter into decision-making. We
would then have a more realistic picture of the
true value of the sector to the local economy.
We put forward two new strategic thinking
tools to explore these factors in our report Food
and the city economy: Tensions, trade-offs and
opportunities. We give several examples of how
these tools can be used to analyse the economic
impact of decisions; one compared the impact of
the Digbeth Dining Club with the City Council’s
acceptance of Coca-Cola’s sponsorship of the
Active Parks programme.
As a result of this analysis, we also published
Coca Cola and its effects on us & the city as a
separate report.
We aim . . .
for all our children to
enjoy safe, tasty,
healthy meals and
eat them in good
company
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Prosperity is about good growth that
benefits all the population of the city. The
Council has a social conscience and
fairness is not just economic.
Mark Rogers, Birmingham City Council Chief Executive
speaking at our Annual Meeting on 4th November 2015

At the request of Andy Street, the Chair of the
Greater Birmingham & Solihull Local Enterprise
Partnership (LEP), we compiled and published
The food and drink sector: A briefing paper for
the Greater Birmingham & Solihull LEP to help
them draw up their Strategic Economic Plan
2016-2030. In this briefing paper, we set out
three criteria against which the LEP could
measure the success of its economic strategy.
How would it:
Expand economic opportunities of all interest
groups in the food sector?
Cost and account for the contributions of all
these interest groups?
Set out short-term tactics to meet longer term
strategic aims?
Our reports on food & the city economy
Tensions, trade-oﬀs and opportunities
Coca-Cola and its eﬀects on us and the city
The food and drink sector: A briefing paper for
the Greater Birmingham & Solihull LEP
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Food safety &
integrity

The FSA priorities are:
❖ Food is safe and it is what
it says it is

We were delighted to welcome Catherine
Brown, Chief Executive of the Food
Standard Agency (FSA) to speak at our
first Annual Meeting in November 2015.
Mark Rogers, the City Council’s Chief
Executive, chaired the lively Q&A and
discussion afterwards.

❖ Consumers have access
to an aﬀordable, healthy
diet
❖ Consumers can make
informed choices about
what they eat
Catherine Brown, Chief Executive of
the Food Standards Agency
speaking at our Annual Meeting

© Chadwick Jackson

At our invitation in April, Catherine and
her colleague Angela Towers visited food
businesses here, and met Cityserve who
provide ~70K school dinners a day,
Madeleine Smith of the Food Safety
Group at the University of Birmingham
and some of our Board members.
We have since set up a project to
raise Food Hygiene Ratings in the city,
working with the FSA and Birmingham
Environmental Health. Using ‘Scores on
the Doors’ we identified then wrote to
the 19 care homes, schools and nurseries
that weren’t ‘compliant’; i.e. had a rating
of 0, 1 or 2. (The top rating is a score of
5.) Over a third are now compliant, but
others have since received low scores. We
will continue our efforts to raise food
safety practices in these and other kinds
of food outlets in Birmingham.
The FSA made an unscheduled
audit of Birmingham City Council after

campylobacter bacteria

several Which reports on food outlets
here. The audit highlighted significant
problems in the city’s capacity to deliver
food inspections and food testing, a
situation not unique to this city.
As the UK’s largest local authority,
we could lead the national discussion on
future food safety and assurance systems.
We are working with the FSA and the
City Council to this end.
Our reports on food safety &
integrity
An update on food crime since the
Elliott Review
What works: Regulation or voluntary
schemes in the food sector?
The safety of the city’s food supply
and the role of the FHRS (pending)

The Hand That Feeds

a musical about food crime

© Graeme Braidwood

The Hand That Feeds: A musical about food
crime
We supported The New Optimists public
performance of a food crime musical in the city
centre on 14 May 2016. #StopFoodCrime
trended number 3 across the UK that afternoon.
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the dangers of the criminal adulteration
of our food and the dishonest rogues
who attempt to sell it on to us:

The Birmingham Food Council was a
key supporter of The Hand That Feeds, a
musical about food crime.
After 18 months work, Castle Vale
Community Choir joined professional
artists under the direction of Graeme
Rose for its premiere in the Bullring in
front of thousands of shoppers on
Saturday 14th May 2016.
Composer Sara Colman wrote the
songs, and novelist Mez Packer crafted
the libretto. We now have a new, highly
entertaining way to inform people of

Mat Beckett of River Rea Films
interviewed performers and audience
members, including musician Xhosa
Cole (left), author Nicola Temple and
Professor Chris Elliott, who flew in from
Belfast on the day; see YouTube here.
Plans are already afoot to take the
show to other cities, and to perform it
again in the city centre next year.
“As scientists, we tend to overcomplicate things. What we now have
is a way of translating some-thing
very important and scary to a lot of
people.”
Professor Christopher Elliott

“This form of theatre instantly
communicates. You can get caught
up in the joy of it. It liberates ideas,
helps them breathe.”
Graeme Rose, theatre director
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The growing number of food banks in the city — and
increasing numbers of people affected by food
poverty in its many guises — is a manifestation of
food insecurity right here.
So, we asked ourselves, if external drivers on our
food supply networks are here to stay in one form or
another, what strategic measures can Birmingham
take to mitigate against their eﬀects?

Is it possible to have an effective city-level
response and, if so, what does it look like?

image by Joe Jabbar

Food poverty, food insecurity
a city-level response . . .
Food security is a concern of governments and global bodies.
Their concern will become ever more pressing.
A few years ago, it was difficult to imagine that here in
Birmingham, as in other UK cities, food insecurity would be
a major local concern. It is not a matter of city-wide food
shortages here, rather it’s a matter of access to affordable
and healthy food by an increasing number of our citizens.
With funding from the Barrow Cadbury Trust, and
support from the Trussell Trust and Ashrammoseley, we ran
a six-month project on food poverty and food insecurity in
the city which began in March 2015. Its purpose was to
explore what responses to food insecurity could be made at a
city level, so to minimise or eliminate the need for emergency
food aid.
We compiled a project report and discussion document:
Food insecurity in Birmingham — a city-level response. Both
the Fabian Society and the All Party Parliamentary Group
on Hunger were instrumental in its wide dissemination. Yet
to our knowledge none of the major current drivers of food
insecurity in the city have been addressed. Food banks look
here to stay for the foreseeable future.
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The project taught us that there are indeed opportunities for
organisations and institutions to address the challenges we’re
facing. For example, public sector organisations have a role
as food providers, and schools and nurseries have a key role
in providing education about food choices and food skills, in
particular how to prepare low-cost healthy meals.
SME food companies present both entrepreneurial
opportunities for young people, and opportunities to tackle
the ‘food desert’ problem through healthy fast food outlets.
The City Council has a role too. People living on low
budgets are disproportionately affected by food crime and
food-related illnesses, so both Trading Standards and
Environmental Health have their part to play.
In addition, spatial planning and transport and digital
infrastructures can help meet the needs of people who are
currently located away from social hubs, or live in food
deserts where affordable healthy food isn’t locally available.
Our report: Food insecurity in Birmingham — a
city level response?
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Mapping food growing in the shires
regional and global food security
We reported last year on the ~10K community
food-growing plots in the city. The horticulturalists
and gardeners involved literally green our place,
and contribute greatly to Birmingham’s social
vivacity and wellbeing.
Given, however, the sheer scale of what it
takes to feed a city of 1.1M people, their efforts
make but a minuscule contribution to feeding the
city’s population.
Yet we are surrounded by agricultural shires.
What contribution could they make to food
supplies into the city? There is a wealth of reliable
data on national and global food production. Yet
there is a dearth of information in the public
domain about what’s grown regionally.
The UK also has robust information on food
consumption nationally, and evidence tells us we
can reliably extrapolate from national figures
about the food purchases and consumption of
Birmingham’s population as a whole. So we know
we spend over £3bn every year on food and drink
here. Could some of this considerable spend in
today’s food sector be a market for regional
farmers, and their efforts be part of our strategic
response to food insecurity here?
In partnership with the National Farmers
Union, the Warwick Crop Centre, Impact Hub
and Rothamsted Research, we’re planning to find
out. Hence the West Midlands Mapping Project to
map what food is being grown commercially in the
shires, and where it is distributed (see info-diagram
below).

This mapping project might well indicate what
changes we need in regional infrastructure and
national food distribution systems in order to
contribute to future food resilience in the city.
The pressures of climate change, resource
depletion and population growth on food security
may seem far from us now. But these world issues
will profoundly affect us as we’re part of a deeply
interconnected global food network.
Moreover, what contribution can a city like
ours make to global food security? Much is rightly
talked about eating less meat and other animal
products. As a population, our obesity levels tell us
we over-consume unhealthy food products too. On
the back of the mapping project, we will explore
ways to lower our consumption of foods with low
nutritional value. If we succeed, we’ll be healthier,
and release land, energy and water to grow more
nutritious foodstuffs. After all, if you change the
diet of a population, you change a landscape.
“It’s not just that the humble spud is better
for your health than a packet of crisps, it’s
also better for global food security.” LINK

GLOBAL
PRODUCTION
towards 2050 . . .

Public Health England
(PHE)
REQUIREMENTS

Recommended intake (RI)
+
Scientific Advisory Committee
on Nutrition (SACN, 2015)

added value to
(regional shire)
produce?
ONS

PROVISION
for the population
in the WM conurbation
(~2.5M)

demographic information
incl ward-level & regional data

NatCen
CONSUMPTION

Birmingham
Wholesale Markets
possible source of data re fresh
food wholesale purchase

(can extrapolate food from drink,
VAT-exempt from VAT-rated)

Agriculture in the UK
+
Food Statistics Pocketbook

impact of
+
changes within
data at granular level
the EU?
not in the public domain
national &
regional
distribution?

what else could
new systems, be grown in the
shires?
technologies,
logistics?

+
Food Statistics Pocketbook

communityPoint of sale (POS) data generated data
+
Sainsbury’s

data impact:
what . . . and
who, how, when

FAO, IPCC, World Bank
et al
impact of climate change
on crop yields
& increased demand ∵
demographic change

FAO
Statistical Pocketbook

FAO Profile
United Kingdom

seasonal changes
HYPERLOCAL & their impacts?
market
CONSUMPTION
segmentation?
PATTERNS

community till receipts
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DEFRA

DEFRA
Family Food Survey

SECURITY
dependencies?
risks & opportunities?
governance, systems &
procedures?

what is grown
in the shires?

where else
does it go?

alternative
provenance?

National Diet & Nutrition Survey
(NDNS)

PURCHASES

NATIONAL
PRODUCTION

REGIONAL
PRODUCTION

DEFRA
Overseas trade in food,
feed & drink
(imports & exports)
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Who’s who
board of directors

panel of experts

Birmingham Food Council CIC was incorporated in March
2014. It is a Community Interest Company. It is registered in
England and Wales, and its company number is 8981789. At
the end of the 2015-2016 financial year, we had six Directors
registered at Companies House:

We have an international Panel of Experts. This Panel does
not have any legal status within the CIC. Their role is to
inform the Board, and give an ‘outsider’ perspective as and
when required. At the end of March 2016, the following
people were serving on our Panel:

❖

Kate Cooper, independent Chair

❖

Caroline Hutton of Growing Birmingham, also Director
at Martineau Gardens

❖

Dr John Middleton, Vice President of the UK Faculty of
Public Health and former Sandwell Director of Public
Health

❖

Jim Parle, Professor of Primary Care at Birmingham
Medical School and a practising GP

❖

Alison Plant, then Head of Sponsorship and Hospitality at
Aston Villa Football Club

❖

Dr Caroline Wolhuter, Head of Social Inclusion at
Ashram Housing Association, in which capacity she is also
the organiser of Holiday Kitchen

Under our Articles of Association, we can have up to 12
members, each being both a Director of the CIC and a
Member of the CIC, one of whom should be an
independent Chair and none of whom is, has been or is
nominated for election as an MP, MEP or Councillor.
In addition the Board is required to use its reasonable
endeavours to ensure:
➡
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Board members have relevant experience in the food
supply chain, SMEs or social enterprises operating in the
food industry, the NHS or other public health body, the
catering industry, the education of children and young
people, groups formed for the purpose of community food
growing, regional universities or medical schools.

➡

The Board has no fewer than three Directors.

➡

No more than one individual is appointed as a Director
from any single organisation.

❖

Tim Benton, Professor of Population Ecology at Leeds
University and the UK’s Global Food Security Champion.
He also contributed to the Birmingham 2050 Scenarios
Project Report exploring possible food futures for the city.

❖

Dr Rosemary Collier, Director of the Warwick Crop
Centre and Academic Lead on the Warwick Global
Research Project on Food. She also took part in the
Birmingham 2050 Scenarios Project.

❖

Chris Elliott, Professor in the School of Biosciences at
Queens University Belfast and Director of the Institute for
Global Food Safety. He also led the Elliott Review into the
Integrity and Assurance of Food Supply Networks, set up
by HMG in the wake of the horsemeat scandal.

❖

Roberta Friedman, Director of Public Policy at the USbased Rudd Center.

❖

Linda Hindle, Lead Allied Health Professional for Public
Health England, Board member of the British Dietetic
Board and Chair of DOM UK.

❖

Professor Lisa Jack of the Food Fraud Group at
Portsmouth Business School.

❖

Chris Mould, Executive Chair of the Trussell Trust.

❖

Rajiv Narayan, ‘capacity specialist’ in the NYC
Department of Health and Mental Hygiene. A recent
Rotary Scholar on the MSc in Medical Anthropology at
Oxford University, he has written and edited widely on
food, farming, diet and obesity for academic journals, online media such as the Huffington Post and Upworthy.

❖

Pam Warhurst who, among other activities, is co-founder
of Todmorden’s Incredible Edible.

